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Abstract 
Modern scientific texts are characterized by the application of both traditional rhetorical strategies used to structure the content and 
rhetorical strategies characteristic of other genres. Changes in the genres of professional communication are caused by the necessity 
to make the process of knowledge exchange more persuasive and expressive. 
The application of rhetorical strategies creates additional meanings to communicate the intended information and facilitate the 
perception of this information by target readers in case they have a relevant background. Integrating genre analysis and pragmatic 
analysis, the paper studies how rhetorical strategies contribute to adequate meaning transfer in the process of translation.   
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1. Introduction 
At present due to the development of information and communication technologies, the contemporary scientific 
texts are characterized by the complicated information structure, changes in language use and increased degree of 
intertextuality. Now any comprehensive analysis of a special text and its information structure should be performed 
taking into consideration the intertextual aspect. Eco (1984, p. 5) defines a contemporary text as “a network of different 
messages depending on different codes and working at different levels of signification”. Intertextuality implies that a 
reader knows quite a lot of codes and genre is one of the most important textual codes. Although in the language of 
science genres are determined on the basis of special conventions, they are constantly developing and changing. 
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Fairclough (1993 in Bhatia, 2002, p. 7) argues that “all of us manage to describe and identify different genres, yet in 
the real world they are often seen in hybrid, mixed and embedded forms”.  
Language of science as a language for specific purposes (LSP) is defined as the language “used for particular and 
restricted types of communication”, containing “lexical, grammar and other linguistic features which are different 
from ordinary language” (Richards et al., 1985, p. 159). In informative texts “the dominant appeal form is logos as 
the sender needs to persuade the receiver that the text presents a credible picture of subject matter” (Helder, 2001, p. 
53). The main function of expressive texts is to “express the sender’s attitudes, evaluations, judgements, etc.” (ibid., 
p. 56). Contemporary scientific texts fulfil not only informative and persuasive, but also expressive function in an 
attempt to attract attention to the information presented. Therefore, today genres are discussed not only in terms of 
their form, but mostly in terms of purpose and function of the text as the term genre is used to denote different types 
of communicative events (Swales, 1990; Bhatia, 1993).   
The language of science varies according to register, genre, text and discourse type “each of which operates in its 
own theoretical frame” (Crystal, 2006, p. 7) reflecting different fields of knowledge, purposes of communication and 
background of readers. According to Crystal, the occupational variations of language are characterized by a sharp 
increase in comprehension difficulty, achieved by complex grammatical structures combined with large amount of 
technical vocabulary. The changes in the language of science are not only dynamic but also complicated as scientific 
discourse includes “texts of various kinds, serving often overlapping and at the same time, conflicting communicative 
purposes” (Bhatia, 2002, p. 7). At present, to reach communicative goals, considerable changes to the language use 
have been introduced. Scientific language has become more expressive and stylistically marked, it is used to attract 
attention of readers and raise their interest in science and technology.    
Due to the development of ICT and digital media, one more very important factor is that the language of science 
is greatly influenced by the development of popular scientific texts. Words and lexical units such as robot, cyborg, 
Android, genetic engineering, zero-gravity, anti-gravity, cyberspace, parallel universe, telepathy, teleportation, 
telekinesis, time travel and many others were not coined in the language of science per se but rather in popular 
scientific texts. Later they entered not only the language of everyday use but also the language of science. For example, 
nanotechnology became a buzzword in the 1990s, which was widely used both in science and popular science. A lot 
of words containing a particle nano (more than 300) have been coined by analogy, e.g. nanomaterials, nanometer, 
nanofilm, nanoantenna, nanoarchitecture, nanocomputing, nanoeconomics. Thus, the language of science has been 
changing and developing due to different factors: 
  
x Interdisciplinary character of scientific discourse;  
x Emerging domain of internet linguistics;   
x Development of digital rhetoric; 
x Development of popular science texts resulting in an apparent tendency for hybridization of genres; 
x Shift from formal to more colloquial style (foregrounding). 
 
Therefore, some authors make an attempt to reevaluate what was traditionally considered essential for the language 
of science. For example, Crystal (2006, p. 23) argues “it is the myth of scientific language that it can be characterized 
solely as emotionless, factual, objective and stable”.  
All the above-mentioned factors result in the revival and development of rhetorical strategies. Through centuries, 
representatives of various professions, including philosophers, scientists, politicians, writers, lawyers, teachers and 
translators, always used rhetorical tools to support their arguments and persuade the audience. In the 20th century, 
rhetoric as a basis for an effective communication attained the attention of different scientists (Richards, Weaver, 
Perelman, Barthes, Gross, Ornatowski). Today, rhetoric is studied both as a comprehensive approach for the 
production of persuasive arguments and as a “collection of coded solutions” for effective communication (cf. Eco, 
1972, p. 184).  
The present article deals with the investigation of rhetorical strategies typical of other genres, which are frequently 
used in special texts. Integrating genre analysis and pragmatic analysis, the paper studies how rhetorical strategies 
contribute to new meaning creation in the process of translation from English into Latvian, when lexical units acquire 
new connotations and trigger various associations in the context of the target text. One of the main objectives of the 
conducted genre analysis is to illustrate the interrelation of different genres in scientific and popular scientific texts.  
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2. Rhetoric of science 
Classical rhetoric has developed a set of rules, approaches, strategies and methods that are used to achieve a certain 
communicative purpose. It is considered that the main postulates of rhetoric are invention, style, arrangement, delivery 
and memory. In the written communication, special attention is devoted to invention, arrangement and style (cf. 
Enkvist et al., 1964). Invention characterizes the selection and classification of information according to the principle 
of relevance, arrangement deals with the structural organization of the arguments, whereas style has traditionally been 
considered as ornamentation added to a message.  
Some researchers, e.g. Bizzell and Herzberg (2001, p. 16), consider language of science in relation to knowledge, 
which is an essential component of the professional and rhetorical competence of a scientist. Language of science may 
be defined as occupational genre as it belongs to a special community, which gives its members the sense of identity. 
Therefore, the rhetoric of science demonstrates how scientists differ from other communities; how they communicate 
and present knowledge; what symbol systems “scientists use for structuring, expressing and sharing that knowledge” 
as well as “what forms and media they use to communicate that knowledge” (Ornatowski, 2007, p. 2). Ornatowski 
formulates a definition of rhetoric of science as follows, “Things are said within specified contexts, for a variety of 
purposes, and to definite audiences; communication is governed by professional conventions” (ibid., p. 12). These 
components as they operate together define science as a specific domain of knowledge.   
Some authors (Gross et al., 2002) examined the development of one of major genres of scientific communication, 
the scientific article. They focused on three dimensions: style, presentation, and argument. The authors argued that 
the stylistic, presentational, and argumentative framework of modern scientific texts should be studied in response to 
the development of new technologies, the increasing volume of knowledge and the increasingly complex nature of 
scientific information.  
Traditionally, a scientific text is concerned with the presentation of facts, hypotheses, argumentation, inventions 
and discoveries. According to Trimble (1985), the rhetorical approach to the analysis of scientific texts is based on 
the main rhetorical concepts:  
 
x Rhetorical techniques most commonly used to bind information together (time order, space order, order of 
significance, comparison and contrast, analogy, illustration, etc.);  
x Rhetorical functions most frequently found (classification, definition, description, visual-verbal relationships); 
x Rhetorical strategies (metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, irony and other stylistic devices). According to clark and 
zyngier (2003, p. 340), the principal aim of stylistics is to focus on a language of the text and the relationship between 
language and possible meanings and interpretations generated by it.  
 
Contemporary scientific text is often stylistically colored. Pera (1994, p. 58) maintains that the contemporary 
scientific rhetoric includes “those persuasive forms of reasoning or argumentation that aim at changing the belief 
system of an audience in scientific debates”. In the course of time, the term “digital rhetoric” has been introduced. 
The development of digital rhetoric has radically changed the way both readers and writers perceive the texts under 
discussion, which may be divided into scientific texts based on knowledge management and professional 
communication and popular scientific texts intended to be more appealing to non-professional readers who do not 
belong to the community of scientists. The latter, besides educational needs, often pursues marketing purposes 
(advertising of the books, presentations and product promotions), and one of the communication purposes of this type 
of texts may be its commercial success.   
3. Rhetoric of translation  
In the globalized world, extensive and fast exchange of knowledge and information depends largely on translation 
across languages. Translation is typically considered to be “an act of communication which attempts to relay, across 
linguistic and cultural boundaries, another act of communication” (Hatim and Mason, 1997, p. 1). As the primary aim 
of translation is to ensure effective communication between the parties involved, Dévény (2013, p. 307) states that 
transfer of information is successful “if it is accomplished with appropriate linguistic, lexical, and stylistic tools 
without causing essential distortion to information content”.  In translation, the dimensions usually taken into account 
include cultural, social and cognitive. For example, Reiss (1976) argues that “the translation of an informative text 
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must guarantee direct and full access to the conceptual content of the source text” (in Darwish, 2008, p. 150).  
Application of translation in a rhetorical sense was used and extended during the Renaissance. Training in 
translation became an instrument that freed the students “into higher levels of abstract thought and expression” (Enos, 
2001, p. 34). Both in rhetoric and translation studies, the resources of language are used innovatively in order to create 
texts that would communicate the intended information and produce the desired effect on the audience. To achieve 
communication goals, rhetoric and translation take into account the same factors: extra-textual (e.g., author, reader, 
intention, medium, time, place, etc.) and intra-textual (e.g., subject, content, register, genre, style, multimodality etc.). 
Extra-textual factors help primarily determine the function and purpose of communication, while intra-textual factors 
allow turning the ideas into reality.   
The language of science is greatly related to the rhetoric of translation. Any text by virtue of belonging to a definite 
scientific field determines and guides the translation process. Neubert and Shreve (1992, p. 5) state, “We cannot 
generalize about translation without speaking of specific texts embedded in specific situations.” From the rhetorical 
point of view, a set of themes, forms, and ideas lies before the translator, whose task is to create something original, 
i.e., to create a new text assimilating it to the target culture that according to Barthes (in France, 2005, p. 255) is a 
‘code’ that “governs discourse in a given society”.   
Herrick (2005, p. 5) states that rhetorical discourse is “planned, adapted to an audience, shaped by human motives, 
responsive to a situation, persuation-seeking, and concerned with contingent issues”. The characteristics of any 
rhetorical discourse as defined by Herrick (ibid.) resemble those approached by translators who are constantly seeking 
to fulfil the requirements of their rhetorical situation to ensure the success of their work. Translators should produce 
the text that is “relevant to a situation of occurrence, in which a constellation of strategies, expectations, and 
knowledge is active” (De Beaugrande, 1980, p. 11). Translation is based on creative processes and imaginative 
practices. 
For centuries, there has been a discussion whether to use the word-for-word or sense-for-sense translation strategy 
in the process of information transfer. Various scholars have investigated communication process and proposed 
different theories. At present, the field of translation studies provides a range of translation strategies, such as source-
oriented translation vs. target-oriented translation, direct translation vs. oblique translation (Vinay & Darbelnet), 
formal equivalence vs. dynamic equivalence (Nida), semantic translation vs. communicative translation (Newmark), 
documentary vs. instrumental translation (Nord), foreignization vs. domestication (Venuti). However, it should be 
noted that they still rely on the main principles of the two fundamental strategies, i.e. word-for-word and sense-for-
sense. 
Sometimes the changes of the contemporary scientific language influence the translators’ choice to sacrifice certain 
elements of the source text for the sake of readability and accessibility of the target text (cf. Bassnet-McGuire 1980, 
p. 68–70). The re-constructing of the target text depends on the target readers and their cultural environment. Thus, 
the main focus is to recognize the way how the translator mediates between the source text author and the target 
audience using appropriate rhetorical means to achieve the purpose of communication. “Communication is rhetorical; 
this is as true of translation as it is of public speaking or letter-writing” (France, 2005, p. 256).  
To respond to challenges of certain rhetorical situations, translators make appropriate decisions by choosing 
relevant rhetorical strategies taking into account the target readers and their cultural environment.   
4. Rhetorical aspects of meaning representation in translation of special texts 
Richards (1930) argues that rhetoric is the study of communication and understanding and defines meaning as a 
function of context. The contemporary scientific text is characterized by the application of rhetorical strategies typical 
of other genres such as metaphors, metonymies, allusions, and personifications. The examples chosen for the analysis 
illustrate that the rhetorical devices often express something that a text otherwise does not provide and this something 
is often hidden in special words and images the authors use in order to illustrate, to create additional meanings and to 
achieve the needed stylistic effect.  
The decoding of the contemporary special text requires readers to become capable of using different interpretive 
strategies in order to comprehend additional, often implicit, meanings. Paul (2009, p. 69) maintains, “If a book has 
been translated accurately but lacks the magic that was integral to the original”, it is very difficult to rescue the original 
meaning of the text and “it may need to be retranslated”. To save the magic of the original, different rhetorical 
strategies are used in the process of text translation from one language to another.   
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One of the translator’s concern is faithful rendering of culturally bound allusions. There are a lot of terms for the 
analysis based on allusive references in special and popular scientific texts in various fields of knowledge such as 
economics, telecommunications, civil engineering, etc. Allusions encode a great amount of compressed information, 
which can be decoded and understood only taking into consideration the prior knowledge of the readers. Allusion is 
defined by Harmon (2010, p. 14) as “a reference to a well-known person, place, event, literary work, or work of art 
[…]. It seeks, by tapping the knowledge and memory of the reader, to secure a resonant emotional effect from the 
associations already existing in the reader’s mind”. Some authors consider that allusion is an implicit form of 
intertextuality (cf. Montgomery et al., 2000, Wheeler, 1979) as in the following example.  
In translation, the interpretation of allusions of the source text by target readers can coincide if they share the same 
background knowledge and belong to the same information space; otherwise, some of culture specific information 
may be lost in the process of translation.  
 
Example 1 
 
ST: Faustian pact (Pringle, 2014, p. 20) 
TT: Fausta pakts 
 
Allusion Faustian pact appears as the title of the chapter in the book in economics.  Nord (1995, p. 262) maintains 
that titles and headings are textual units forming a text-type and finds three aspects, which are vital for the translator’s 
work: 1) the communicative functions; 2) the culture-specific and genre-specific ways to verbalize these functions; 3) 
the culture-specific structural conventions determining the textual design of titles. 
Understanding and translation of this allusion require the knowledge that Faustian Pact with the Devil (or 
a Faustian bargain) means an agreement with Evil (powers of darkness), it is a direct reference to Goethe’s play Faust. 
According to the definition by the New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy (2002), “To strike a Faustian bargain is to be 
willing to sacrifice anything to satisfy a limitless desire for knowledge or power”. It is the exchange of some eternal 
values (such as soul, honor, justice) for the vain and temporary desires, such as power, wealth or fame. In other words, 
the question is what a man will give in exchange for his immortal soul.  
In Latvian, variants of translation for the bargain with the Devil are as follows: darījums ar velnu (deal with the 
daemon), līgums ar Faustu (agreement with Faust), līgums ar velnu (agreement with the Devil), līgums ar tumšajiem 
spēkiem (agreement with the powers of darkness). It should be noted that in Latvian the figure of a dark force that 
aims to deceive a human may appear on different planes. One is based on the Christian myth about the Fall, and the 
other is rooted in the Latvian folk tales dating back to pagan cults. In the latter case, a daemon (velns, the lexical item 
that may also denote the devil) is not a menacing figure, but rather a dark spirit that can be overcome by wisdom, good 
heart and cunning. However, to retain the same degree of symbolism in the target text, the relevant translation variant 
is Fausta pakts (Fastian pact), which is recognized and widely used by the target readers. In the course of time, terms 
based on allusions become lexicalized or stereotyped allusions as in the case under discussion (Faustian bargain), 
but, nevertheless, they sustain their ability to stir different associations depending on the context.   
The use of rhetorical devices implies some degree of familiarity with various forms and styles of arts. In Example 
2, the author alludes to the Greek mythology to create the image of eternity of useless efforts. Sisyphus – the king of 
the ancient city of Ephyra – according to the famous legend was punished for rebelling against the Gods and compelled 
to endlessly roll a huge rock up a steep hill. The prospective reader is supposed to be aware of the imagery of Greek 
mythology in order to understand the processes that govern today’s economics and politics and, thus, interpret the 
communicated information.  
 
Example 2 
 
ST:  Before this linear understanding of time, a cyclical-Sisyphean perception held rule. In the Epic of Gilgamesh, 
history does not go in any direction. Everything is a cyclical repetition with minor variations, as we see in nature (the 
repetition of seasons, life and death, the cycle of the weeks, months, etc.) (Sedláček, 2011, p. 47). 
TT: Pirms lineārās laika uztveres, kārtību noteica cikliska laika uztvere, kas atgādināja Sīsifa bezjēdzīgos pūliņus. 
Episkajā poēmā par Gilgamešu vēsture nekustās nekādā virzienā. It viss ir ciklisks atkārtojums ar minimālām 
izmaiņām, kā to var novērot dabā (gadalaiku atkārtošanās, dzīve un nāve, nedēļu, mēnešu cikls, utt.). 
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One of the strategies used to translate allusions is a minimum change strategy (cf. Leppihalme, 1994). It is applied 
if an allusion seems to be familiar, and adding one or two words is sufficient to convey the idea to the target reader. 
In the target text, the given strategy has been applied (i.e. the expression “useless efforts” has been added) to reveal 
the main idea coded in the source text, thus facilitating the process of information decoding by the target readers.  
  The language of science depends greatly on metaphor and other “standard tropes of scientific thinking” (Gross, 
et al., 2002). Many scientific terms are actually explicit or implicit metaphors, for example, black hole, currency 
snake, liquid trap, golden parachute agreement, server farm, cloud computing, cloud account. Figurative language is 
a type of an extension of meaning for a word or phrase by metaphoric transfer or senses (Wales, 2014, p. 151). The 
analysis of scientific discourse reveals that metaphors are very often used for coining scientific terms. Translation of 
metaphors is one of the major challenges for translators, especially if a translator opts to retain the metaphoric 
component of meaning in translation.  
 
Example 3 
ST: Today, science enjoys hiding behind an ivory wall built here from mathematics, there from Latin or Greek, from 
history, from axioms, and other sacred rituals, so scientists can enjoy undeserved sanctuary from critics from other 
fields and the public (Sedláček, 2011, p. 11). 
TT: Šodien zinātnei patīk slēpties aiz ziloņkaula torņa sienas, kas uzbūvēta no matemātikas, no latīņu vai grieķu 
valodas, no vēstures, no aksiomām un citiem svētiem rituāliem, lai zinātnieki varētu izbaudīt nepelnītu patvērumu no 
kritikas no citām nozarēm un sabiedrības. 
 
The extended metaphor ivory wall is derived from the allusion ivory tower. It originates in the Biblical Song of 
Solomon and symbolizes noble purity. However, nowadays it is rarely used in the religious sense. In the modern 
world, ivory tower is generally used to refer to a place or situation (real or virtual) in which people formulate and 
discuss theories that are not based on real-life experience, i.e. existence or perspective, implying a disconnection or 
lack of awareness of reality or practical considerations. It also means admiration of someone who is able to devote his 
or her entire efforts to a noble cause (hence, ivory – a noble but impractical building material) (Hirsch et al., 2002). In 
American English, ivory tower is also used as a symbol of academy or university. In the target text, the expression is 
translated literally and the same image is reproduced, thus triggering the intended associations among the target 
audience.  
In Example 4, the author of the source text skillfully alludes to the Greek myth where the red thread serves as a 
symbol of guidance, continuity and escape from a difficult situation (cf. Armstrong, 2005). A young prince of Athens, 
Theseus, had to find Minotaur in the labyrinth and slay him. Princess Ariadne gave him a spool of red thread, so he 
could find his way out of the labyrinth.  
 
Example 4 
ST: His efforts at finding immortality serve as a red thread through the entire epic. This ancient goal par excellence, 
which only heroes previously dared to apply, takes several different forms (Sedláček, 2011, p. 39). 
TT: Viņa centieni atrast nemirstību kalpo par Ariadnes pavedienu, kas vijās cauri visai poēmai. Galvenokārt, šis 
senais mērķis, kuru iepriekš mēģinājuši sasniegt tikai varoņi, ieņem dažādas formas. 
 
In the target language culture, the red thread in relation to the Greek mythology has been translated as Ariadnes 
pavediens, literally Ariadne’s thread. It should be mentioned that literal translation of red thread as sarkans pavediens 
is not appropriate in the given context as in the target culture it does not allude to the Greek mythology, but to the red 
string of fate. An invisible red thread (also referred to as a red string of fate or red thread of destiny) connects those 
who are destined to meet, regardless of time, place or circumstances. In translation, the name of Ariadne had to be 
added to reproduce the intended meaning. In this example, background knowledge is of utmost importance to produce 
faithful translation that corresponds to the norms and values of the target culture. 
According to Trimble (1985, p. 129), words can have special meanings in specific fields, or “one or more ‘general’ 
meanings, or have an extended meaning in specific fields”. This may potentially pose a challenge in translation, as 
the exact meaning of a term will depend on the field of use and the expertise of the users. At present, the term red 
thread (Ariadne’s thread) can designate diverse concepts in different domains of knowledge. In the source language, 
a term is used in logic and computer science to denote an algorithm that seeks a solution to a problem by applying 
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multiple methods such as logic puzzle, trial-and-error approaches etc. For example, in agriculture, red thread is a 
fungal infection found on lawns and other turfed areas. In optics, the test called red thread is used for diagnosing dry 
eyes. In information security, the term red thread denotes the Trojan horse program that is used to lower the level of 
security. For example, Behrends (2012, p. 90) applies the term to demonstrate the role of mathematics in real life: “A 
“red thread” of “Mathema” is to communicate information that mathematics can be found in many places of daily life 
and also in unexpected situations.” A translator should be aware of the possible range of meanings of the terms under 
discussion to produce precise and accurate translation. Moreover, it is important to take into consideration the fact 
that following the contemporary tendency, many expressions are created by analogy to denote new concepts, such as 
white thread, black thread, green thread, yellow thread or golden thread. They are, as a rule, polysemic, and some of 
them are used as idiomatic expressions. These expressions are translated following the same principle – the principle 
of analogy.  
The examples have been chosen to demonstrate the application of rhetorical devices in the contemporary scientific 
texts as well as the translator’s creative approach to conveying meaning in the target text. Rhetorical devices help 
transfer information in such a way that the conceptual system of the source text could at least partially coincide with 
the set of concepts of the target text.  
5. Conclusion 
Interpretation of information encoded in scientific texts may potentially pose a challenge due to several reasons 
such as constantly changing nature of contemporary texts, blurred boundaries between genres and complicated 
information structure. The application of rhetorical strategies such as culturally bound allusions, metaphors, 
metonymies, etc. facilitates communication of the intended information and its consequent decoding by the target 
readers in case they share or at least partially share the relevant background.   
Like other rhetorical skills, translation is a very complicated process, as it should transmit something more but 
information. Even though some translators appear to have a great gift to create a new text, they have to perform 
different operations using different rhetorical devices and convey adequate meanings to express thoughts, emotions 
or ideas in the target language.  
The analysis of the translated special text should be conducted taking into account the information communicated 
in the context of professional interaction (pragmatic aspect) and the interpretation (cognitive aspect) of the text by 
participants of professional communication.  
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